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I could not choose between the two so I went with what I felt was the easier
option. The first is an excellent book on our subject that anyone studying
this will find a useful aide memoire. It is well written and easy to follow. If

you are new to English your problem is likely to be what the book calls "word
wall". There are examples in the text, but these are few and you would be

well advised to see if anyone in your course can help you out with
translation! This has been of huge benefit in my course and I have really

recommended it to everyone I have come in contact with. The next option is
an excellent primer and manual for what is a difficult subject. The author is
experienced in the teaching of English and is experienced in the subject and
thus he will be able to give you a thorough grounding in the complexities of
the grammar. He includes a number of video clips and his writing is for the
most part quite engaging. I would highly recommend this book. From my
experience in the staff room I would recommend: Grammar: Either book,

both would work. Rhetoric: Neither, your needs in this area would probably
be met by reading a couple of novels and enjoying them. Writing: Either, or,
both. You really do not need to buy two books! If you had to choose between
the two books I would recommend The Writing Tutor by James Tucker. This is

an excellent book that I have used in several courses and it has made a
world of difference. It is full of answers to the questions you ask yourself
such as: how to turn a good sentence into a good essay? This would be a

good choice for students thinking about their options. Another great book on
this topic is also by James Tucker. More recently there has been a book by

Peter Smith called Teaching English Grammar that has now been
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superseded by the freely available book from Oxford called Teaching English
Grammar. I recommend this book if you are looking for a book that would

make a good reference tool in your course and this is available as a pdf that
you can search for and print as many times as you need. As an aside I would
recommend also that before you buy a book that you also read a couple of

samples to see if the book is really what you think it is. There are many
books where you read the first paragraph and think that you have just

wasted your money. I know of several such books that people have bought
and
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